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Abstract The structures and stabilities of square–hexa-
gon alternant boron nitrides (BxNx, x=12–36) vs their
tube isomers containing octagons, decagons and do-
decagons have been computed at the B3LYP density
functional level of theory with the correlation-consistent
cc-pVDZ basis set of Dunning. It is found that octago-
nal B20N20 and B24N24 tube structures are more stable
than their square–hexagon alternants by 18.6 and
2.4 kcal mol�1, respectively, while the square–hexagon
alternants of other cages are more stable. Trends in
stability as a function of cluster size are discussed.
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Introduction

Boron nitrides BxNx have been studied extensively since
they are the isoelectronic analogs of the carbon fulle-
renes. Boron nitride molecules [1, 2] and nanotubes [3–6]
have been synthesized and/or characterized. For small
molecules (x=3–10), ring isomers are the most stable
form of boron nitride [7, 8]. For x>10, cages consisting
of three-coordinate networks of boron and nitrogen are
the most stable species [9, 10]. A wide variety of cage

isomers exists, and the various classes of cages have been
studied to determine which cages are the most stable. For
example, fullerene-like cages with pentagons and hexa-
gons in the cage network have been compared to cages
with squares and hexagons containing alternate B–N
bonds (alternant cage). Theoretical calculations com-
paring these two classes of molecules predict that the
square–hexagon alternants are more stable than fuller-
ene-like molecules for x=12 [11], x=13, 14 and 16 [12]
and x=24 [13]. The energetic penalty associated with the
pentagons and their inevitable non-alternate B–B and N–
N bonds is the determining factor in the relative stability
of these two classes. The most stable cages should have
only polygons with an even number of atoms, so that full
alternation of the boron and nitrogen atoms can take
place, resulting in all the bonds being B–N bonds.

However, even-sided polygons include polygons lar-
ger than squares and hexagons, and molecules with
octagons and larger even-sided polygons have been
studied as well. For x=24, Pokropivny et al. [14] pre-
dicted that the most stable spheroidal structure has 12
squares, 8 hexagons and 6 octagons. More recently, a
B24N24 cage with 8 squares, 16 hexagons and 2 octagons
was shown [13] to be the most stable, but only slightly
more stable than a square–hexagon alternant (6 squares
and 20 hexagons).

An interesting result from the most recent study on
B24N24 [13] is that the most stable octagon-containing
molecule is an octagonal tube with exactly two octagons,
more specifically with the octagons at each end of a tube
consisting of squares and hexagons. Each such tube has
a C4 axis of symmetry down the center of the molecule.
In the current study, a stability comparison is made
between these tube structures and alternant cages com-
posed entirely of squares and hexagons. However, such
tubes exist only if x=4n, where n is a positive integer.
For molecule sizes where x=4n+2, the tube will be
capped on one end by an additional ring of four alter-
nating B and N atoms. Over a range of molecule sizes
from x=12 to 36, calculations are carried out to deter-
mine how the stability relationship between these two
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classes of molecules varies with the size of the molecules.
For each molecule size x, if F4, F6 and F8 represent the
number of squares, hexagons and octagons, respectively,
the molecules are subject to the following mathematical
bounds:

F4 � F8 ¼ 6 ðEuler’s theoremÞ ð1Þ

F4 þ F6 þ F8 ¼ xþ 2 ð2Þ

The alternant cages have F4=6 and F8=0, whereas
the fully open tube structures have F4=8 and F8=2. The
capped tube structures have F4=7 and F8=1, the one
octagon on the uncapped end. Further, tube structures
are chosen such that each octagon is adjacent to four
squares that surround it in a fourfold symmetry (capped
tubes only have a twofold symmetry overall because of
the structure of the cap). Such square–octagon adja-
cency has been shown [13] to have a stabilizing influence
on the molecules. Trends in stability will be discussed
over the range of all even x from 12 to 36. The molecule
size x=14 is excluded because no square–hexagon iso-
mer exists for B14N14 without edge-sharing squares.

Also, the square–hexagon alternants will be com-
pared to decagonal and dodecagonal tube-shaped mol-
ecules, at molecule sizes where such tube molecules exist.
The decagonal tube has a ten-membered ring and five
adjacent squares at each end, and the structure and en-
ergy of decagonal tubes will be calculated for x=20 and
30 (sizes at which the number of atoms is a multiple of
ten). Likewise, the structure and energy of dodecagonal
tubes, which have a 12-membered ring and six adjacent
squares at each end, are calculated for x=18, 24, 30 and
36 (sizes at which the number of atoms is a multiple of
12). Trends of stability for decagonal and dodecagonal
tubes will be discussed as a function of cluster size.

Computational details

Geometries of all the molecules in this study were opti-
mized with the B3LYP density functional method

[15, 16]. The basis set [17] was the correlation-consistent
double-zeta (cc-pVDZ) set of Dunning. All optimized
geometries were characterized as energy- minimum
structures by frequency analysis. All calculations were
carried out with the Gaussian 98 quantum chemistry
software package [18].

Fig. 1 B12N12 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) octag-
onal tube

Fig. 2 B16N16 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) octag-
onal tube

Fig. 3 B18N18 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) capped
octagonal tube; (c) dodecagonal tube
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Results and discussion

Twelve different molecule sizes were considered in this
study, and the structures of the molecules are shown in
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, respectively,
for BxNx molecules with x=12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28,

Fig. 4 B20N20 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) octag-
onal tube; (c) decagonal tube

Fig. 5 B22N22 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) capped
octagonal tube

Fig. 6 B24N24 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) octag-
onal tube; (c) dodecagonal tube

Fig. 7 B26N26 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) capped
octagonal tube
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30, 32, 34 and 36. Total energies for the square–hexagon
alternants and tubes are given in Table 1, and their
relative energies in Table 2. From the data, the following
general trends are evident.

Octagonal tubes

For x=12, the octagonal tube is unstable by 133.8 kcal
mol�1 above the square–hexagon alternant because the
eight squares form four edge-sharing pairs (Fig. 1),
which is a destabilizing feature that is inevitable for very
short tubes. The separation of squares first occurs for
x=16, but the octagonal tube is still 61.0 kcal mol�1

less stable than the square–hexagon alternant (Fig. 2).
As the tube is lengthened, however, the octagonal tube
becomes much more energetically competitive (x=18,
Fig. 3), becoming more stable than the alternant at the
intermediate sizes (x=20, 24, Figs. 4, 6). Toward the
upper end of molecule sizes in this study, the octagonal
tubes show signs of becoming less stable, but they are
still close in energy to their square–hexagon alternants.
It may be the case, however, that the gap widens again
for very large sizes. The octagons do not incur a sub-
stantial energy penalty in the molecules in this study,

and octagon-containing molecules are close in energy to
alternants over a range of sizes.

Capped octagonal tubes

Capping one end of the octagonal tube with a square (to
produce molecules with x=4n+2 as opposed to 4n) also
does not incur an energetic penalty for the molecules.
Capped tubes, with a single octagon, are very close in
energy to the square–hexagon alternants over a wide

Fig. 8 B28N28 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) octag-
onal tube

Fig. 9 B30N30 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) capped octagonal tube; (c) decagonal tube; (d) dodecagonal tube

Fig. 10 B32N32 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) octag-
onal tube

Fig. 11 B34N34 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b) capped
octagonal tube
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range. For x=18, 22, 26 and 30, the capped octagonal
tubes are within 9–22 kcal mol�1 of the square–hexa-
gon alternants. The capped octagonal tube is not as
stable for x=34, which may be a special case since the
smaller sizes do not show a strong trend upward in
energy for the capped octagonal tubes. For B28N28, the

square–hexagon alternant structure (Fig. 8) is the most
stable isomer, and structures with one or more octagons
are higher in energy among ten isomers containing
squares, hexagons and octagons [19]. For B32N32, the
square–hexagon alternant structure (Fig. 10) is the most
stable isomer, and other isomers are higher in energy
[20].

Decagonal and dodecagonal tubes

The decagonal tubes for x=20 and 30 show much more
favorable stability for the longer x=30 tube relative to
the respective square–hexagon alternants as these mol-
ecule sizes. However, the x=30 decagonal tube is still
over 50 kcal mol�1 higher in energy than the corre-
sponding square–hexagon alternant, so that studies of
x=40 and 50 would probably be required to establish
whether these tubes become energetically competitive
with molecules composed entirely of squares and hexa-
gons. The dodecagonal tubes also show a trend of
increasing stability with increasing length, and are very
much higher in energy at all molecule sizes relative to the
square–hexagon alternants. Even for x=30 and 36,
these tubes are about 200 kcal mol�1 above the square–
hexagon molecules, with no sign of significant stabil-
ization. The dodecagonal tubes would likely remain high
in energy even at sizes larger than the range studied here.

Conclusion

Boron nitride cages are the most stable if all the poly-
gons have an even number of atoms, but even within
that framework, several types of molecules exist with
comparable stability, as found previously. Squares and
hexagons are not the only structural features that lead to
stable molecules. A systematic investigation of square–
hexagon alternants and tubes of various diameters
reveals that octagonal tubes are comparable in stability

Table 1 B3LYP/cc-pvDZ total energies (Etot, au) for BxNx (x=12–36)

BxNx Symmetry Etot BxNx Symmetry Etot

B12N12 (1a) Th �956.18558 B26N26 (7a) C2h �2072.26843
B12N12 (1b) C4h �955.97237 B26N26 (7b) C2 �2072.24745
B16N16 (2a) Td �1275.08805 B28N28 (8a) T �2231.77243
B16N16 (2b) S8 �1274.99081 B28N28 (8b) C4h �2231.72748
B18N18 (3a) S6 �1434.47716 B30N30 (9a) C2 �2391.17447
B18N18 (3b) C2 �1434.46296 B30N30 (9b) C2 �2391.14047
B18N18 (3c) C6h �1433.82626 B30N30 (9c) S10 �2391.08837
B20N20 (4a) C2 �1593.90192 B30N30 (9d) C6h �2390.81435
B20N20 (4b) C4h �1593.93149 B32N32 (10a) C1 �2550.63859
B20N20 (4c) S10 �1593.68023 B32N32 (10b) S8 �2550.62638
B22N22 (5a) C3 �1753.38576 B34N34 (11a) C3 �2710.11515
B22N22 (5b) C2 �1753.36011 B34N34 (11b) C2 �2710.03702
B24N24 (6a) S4 �1912.83071 B36N36 (12a) Td �2869.57670
B24N24 (6b) S8 �1912.83454 B36N36 (12b) C4h �2869.52613
B24N24 (6c) S12 �1912.29521 B36N36 (12c) S12 �2869.26770

Numbers given in the parentheses denote figure numbers

Fig. 12 B36N36 molecules: (a) square–hexagon alternant; (b)
octagonal tube; (c) dodecagonal tube
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to square–hexagon alternant over a wide range of mol-
ecule sizes. Larger tubes are not as stable, however.
Tubes with a decagonal structure are less stable than
octagonal tubes, and the decagonal tubes will be com-
parable in stability to alternants only at large sizes or
perhaps not at all. The dodecagonal tubes are very
unstable relative to square–hexagon alternants and
octagonal tubes across the range of sizes in this study
and, in all likelihood, at larger sizes as well. The general
trend is toward decreasing tube stability with increasing
tube diameter. Therefore, tubes based on openings lar-
ger than 12-membered rings are likely even less stable.
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Table 2 Relative energies (kcal mol�1) of the boron nitride molecules, BxNx at the B3LYP/cc-pvDZ level of theory

BxNx Square–hexagon
alternant

Octagonal
tube

Capped octagonal
tube

Decagonal
tube

Dodecagonal
tube

B12N12 0.0 (1a) +133.8 (1b)
B16N16 0.0 (2a) +61.0 (2b)
B18N18 0.0 (3a) +8.9 (3b) +408.4 (3c)
B20N20 0.0 (4a) -18.6 (4b) +139.1 (4c)
B22N22 0.0 (5a) +16.1 (5b)
B24N24 0.0 (6a) -2.4 (6b) +336.0 (6c)
B26N26 0.0 (7a) +13.2 (7b)
B28N28 0.0 (8a) +28.2 (8b)
B30N30 0.0 (9a) +21.3 (9b) +54.0 (9c) +226.0 (9d)
B32N32 0.0 (10a) +7.7 (10b)
B34N34 0.0 (11a) +49.0 (11b)
B36N36 0.0 (12a) +31.7 (12b) +193.9 (12c)

Numbers given in the parentheses denote figure numbers
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